Death is the human experience which best exemplifies the limits of science and technology in their fight against nature. In Western societies, family care of the dying becomes substituted by health professionals and institutions which in turn convert death into another productive process of modern economic life [1]. The phenomenon of death, understood more as failure of life rather than a natural limitation of it, has generated not only a technical culture focused on prolonging life but also a practice culture which is a source of knowledge for health sciences. Man does not control death; we know more about it than ever, but still lack the essential knowledge necessary to shed light on its meaning. As such, it is the isolation and solitude of the dying person, together with the taxonomic frenzy marking procedures and behaviors, which characterize the process.

Caring for a dying person involves considering his/her right to information about the illness, therapeutic resources, any alternatives available and the prognosis. This process addresses both standardized and individual experiences [2], a series of circumstances in which nurses, who witness the death, should act as guarantors of the conservation of dignity [3]. The lack of social acknowledgement regarding their role in the patient's comfort, hygiene and satisfaction of basic necessities, together with their absence in the deliberative processes of making moral decisions [4], seems to reduce the relevance of their scientific contribution with regards to end-of-life care [5]. This means ignoring the clinical and care reality, the world of life, of which death is a part (Lebenswelt) [6]. The stages of death lay out by Kübler-Ross, the context of awareness theory of Glaser & Strauss [7] or Chochinov's (Lebenswelt) [6], show coping models which emphasize individual characteristics of the dying person and the necessity of skills for his or her care. Patients also characterize nursing competence as technical and practical - knowledge which professional opinion deems non-transferable [9].

The "Illustration program" proves unsuccessful at the stage of death, where instrumentalized reason is useless when facing a subjective, personal or individualized moment. Death calls for us to be involved in the process itself, but it only comes with the experience of the death of another and it is from this that it gets its epistemological value [10]. As opposed to rational knowledge [11], here a more substantial understanding takes priority, of the other and of oneself, which, as professionals and as patients, brings us closer to comprehending the phenomenon. If the responsibility of the physician has always been related to individual health [12], nursing science, with its commitment to practice, should aim to prudently determine (phronesis) suitable actions to be taken depending on the requirements of a particular situation. This requires an art which goes beyond universal theoretical principals; it is a question of using judgment and experience to do the right thing within the sensitive framework of a specific action. Death is a personal and inaccessible event which is experienced and felt; it cannot be defined or calculated. Naturally then, reason cannot be solely used to explain finitude and as such, when scientific advice is no longer of use, this is the moment for human beings as a presence [13]. End-of-life care involves personal life experiences which require specific knowledge at a specific moment (kairos), where the interests of the patient and the professional come together. Although treatment and prognosis lie legally with the physician, this is the time for reflection and care, and it is the nurse who is there [14], in his or her sensitivity towards the suffering of another, who is conscious of their own death. It is the nurse who gets closer to the phenomenon, going beyond the superficial and accessing its essence; this is the epistemological value of the nurse's knowledge in end-of-life care. Regarding the appropriateness of actions, at this time nothing is definite. Presence, trust and understanding of the circumstances are factors which enable the nurse to comprehend, to maintain an aid relationship and to give personalized care [15]. In end-of-life care, reality is not a fact separate from experiences, but requires subjectivity to be articulated comprehensively. The whole cannot be isolated in the transition between life and death and for this reason, a hermeneutic explanation of meaning should be provided, one which goes beyond inference derived from a group of hypothetical-deductive proposals. In the end-of-life care process, when technical recommendations lack the sense to make a rational decision regarding the end and evaluative neutrality is not possible, the guiding interests of nursing knowledge should be studied. Such knowledge includes three types of intra-theoretical interests: technical interest, practical interest and emancipatory interest [16]. The nurse, who becomes close to the phenomenon both as a mortal and professional being, is in an unachievable situation for whatever objectifying knowledge [17]; it is this source of knowledge which only the nurse can access.
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